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We describe five quantum mechanics experiments that have been designed for an undergraduate
setting. The experiments use correlated photons produced by parametric down conversion to
generate interference patterns in interferometers. The photons are counted individually. The
experimental results illustrate the consequences of multiple paths, indistinguishability, and
entanglement. We analyze the results quantitatively using plane-wave probability amplitudes
combined according to Feynman’s rules, the state-vector formalism, and amplitude packets. The
apparatus fits on a 28348 optical breadboard. ©2005 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Advances in laboratory techniques for doing experime
with single photons have stimulated studies of the fundam
tals of quantum mechanics that underlie such interesting
plications as quantum cryptography and quantum co
puting.1 In particular, the ability to produce pairs of corre
lated photons allows us to bring beautiful laboratory dem
strations of quantum superposition to an undergraduate
ting where simplicity and affordability are primar
concerns.2

In this article we describe five table-top experiments t
involve the interference of photons detected by a coun
apparatus. The experiments involve photons passing thro
an interferometer, where alternative paths can be made
tinguishable or indistinguishable. These experiments
provide the basis for an undergraduate laboratory on the
damentals of quantum mechanics as proposed in Re
They go beyond transforming interferometer fringes in
counter clicks and challenge classical intuition with resu
that are unquestionably nonclassical. By incorporating th
experiments into undergraduate quantum mechanics ins
tion, we hope to encourage students to discuss and con
the consequences of quantum mechanical superposition
as entanglement and nonlocality.

The experiments have the attractive feature that their
sults can be analyzed and understood by undergraduates
try to explain them in ways that we believe will be usef
and accessible to them. Our explanations assume that
are acquainted with the basic ideas of interference and w
packets and that they have learned, or can quickly learn
use the complex exponential representation of plane wave
what Feynman ingeniously described as ‘‘clock numbers4

The first of the five experiments demonstrates that a p
ton interferes with itself when it can reach a detector
either of two indistinguishable paths. We observe this eff
by changing the phase of one of the paths without mak
the paths distinguishable. We also show what happens to
interference pattern when, using filters and other optical
ments, we modify the extent to which the two paths a
indistinguishable. In the second experiment we pass an
tangled pair of photons through an interferometer and
serve and analyze the unusual interference properties of
biphoton. In the third experiment, we create photons in
127 Am. J. Phys.73 ~2!, February 2005 http://aapt.org/a
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larization states and manipulate these states as exampl
the formation, projection, and transformation of quantu
states. We also cause the interference pattern to disappe
manipulating the polarization states of the photons to m
the paths through the interferometer distinguishable. A fou
experiment, the quantum eraser, demonstrates how inte
ence can be made manifest in subsets of events that tog
exhibit no interference. Finally, we perform a conceptua
simple experiment that can show that the photon does
split.

Most of our experiments and layouts are based on p
lished landmark experiments on the fundamentals of qu
tum mechanics. Our references show the sources that
consulted, but they are not chronological or comprehens

The cost of the experiments ranges from $14,000
$35,000 depending on the equipment at hand. The cos
dominated by the price of a blue laser~$2000–$6000! and
two avalanche photodiode detectors~$4000 each!. These
prices are likely to decrease in the near future as the te
nologies mature. The cost of the remaining items depend
the availability of optical hardware and conventional ele
tronics. In Appendix A we list vendors and the prices of t
components.

II. APPARATUS

A. The laser

At the heart of the experiments is the production of a p
of photons by spontaneous parametric down conversio
nonlinear effect that produces two photons from one pu
photon.5 For historical reasons the two outgoing photons
usually called the ‘‘idler’’ and the ‘‘signal’’ photon. We use
the subscriptsp, i , and s to refer to the pump, idler, and
signal photons, respectively. Conservation of energy requ
that

Ep5Es1Ei , ~1!

whereEp is the energy of the pump photon, andEs andEi
are the energies of the down-conversion photons. It ofte
convenient to use the alternative forms of Eq.~1!,

vp5v i1vs , ~2a!

kp5ki1ks , ~2b!
127jp © 2005 American Association of Physics Teachers
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which are based on the fact thatE5\v5\kc5hc/l for a
photon, wherev is the angular frequency of the light andk is
the magnitude of its wave number in vacuum. The wa
numberk is related to the wavelength in vacuuml by k
52p/l5v/c, wherec is the speed of light.

High detection efficiency of down-conversion photons
essential for our experiments and severely limits the cho
of pump laser. Efficiency is important because our exp
ments depend on selecting down-conversion pairs of pho
from the background. We select the photon pairs by detec
them in coincidence, making use of the fact that two dow
conversion photons always are produced at nearly the s
time. Because the efficiency of coincidence detection is
product of the individual detector efficiencies, it is necess
to use the most efficient single-photon detectors availa
These are avalanche photodiodes. Their efficiencies pea
around 80% for 700 nm photons and drop off rather quic
to below 10% for 1000 nm photons.6 Because detection ef
ficiencies vary strongly with wavelength, we concentrate
the case whereks5ki5kp/2.

To operate detectors at their peak efficiency, we w
down-conversion photons with wavelengths of about 7
nm. To obtain these photons, the best pump laser is an
pensive UV argon-ion laser operated at 351.1 nm, which
widely used for research. For this wavelength there curre
are no less expensive alternatives. We used two com
mises: an 18 mW, 402.36 nm GaN diode laser and a
mW, 457.9 nm argon-ion laser. The GaN laser has beco
the choice of the compact-disk industry for data storage
higher resolution, so its price is likely to go down.7 Ava-
lanche photodiodes have an efficiency of about 60%
804.72 nm. The 457.9 nm line was the shortest wavelen
available to us from an old multiline argon-ion laser that h
been used for pumping a cw dye laser. The avalanche p
todiodes efficiency for the 915.8 nm down-conversion ph
tons is 30%.

B. The crystal

The argon-ion laser produces a near-IR background g
that needs to be removed, so it is common to use eith
dispersing prism or a dielectric mirror between the pump a
the down-converter crystal. We used both in the two exp
mental setups reported here. In both cases we arrange
the polarization of the pump beam to be horizontal. The o
put of the argon laser was vertically polarized, so we rota
it using mirrors.8 Standard laser safety precautions should
used when steering the laser into the crystal.

We used nonlinear crystals cut for type-I parametric dow
conversion to produce a pair of down-conversion phot
with linear polarizations parallel to each other but orthogo
to the polarization of the pump beam~see Appendix B!. We
set up the beta-barium-borate down-conversion crystals~5–7
mm thick! in the arrangements shown schematically in F
1. In Fig. 1~a! the pairs of down-conversion photons lea
the crystal at63° to the pump-beam axis; for the arrang
ment in Fig. 1~b! they left at 0°~that is, they were collinear!.
In addition to energy conservation~see Eq.~1!!, parametric
down-conversion requires that the photon momentump is
conserved inside the crystal. The momentum is related to
wave vector by the relationp5\k. The wave number inside
128 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 2, February 2005
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the crystal isuku5nk52pn/l, with n being the index of
refraction of the crystal. This momentum conservation co
dition can be expressed in terms of the wave vectors as

kp5ks1k i . ~3!

The directions taken by the down-conversion photons
specific but complementary wavelengths are determined
the angle formed by the optic axis of the crystal~OA! and the
propagation direction of the pump beam, the phase-match
angleum. As described in Appendix B, the down conversio
of 457.9 nm into 915.8 nm at63° requiresum526.13°.
Similarly, um529.01° is required for down conversion o
402.36 nm into 804.72 nm at 0°. The crystals were moun
on a rotation stage so that OA was in a horizontal plane
this way we could easily fine tune the phase-matching an
of the crystal.

C. The detectors

We chose avalanche photodiodes modules optimized
high quantum efficiency and configured to output TT
pulses, suitable for the electronics that we had available

In the setup of Fig. 1~a! one down-conversion photon, th
idler, was sent directly to a detector, while the other phot
the signal, was sent through a Mach–Zehnder interferom
to a second detector. Only coincidences of the TTL outpu
both detectors were recorded. In effect the idler tags the
nal photon, but in reality the photons are much more in
mately connected, because their wave functions are
tangled as we will discuss. In the setup of Fig. 1~b! there is
no distinction between idler and signal, because both pho
can travel the same path. In this case we place a beam sp

Fig. 1. In ~a! the down-conversion photons travel separate paths; in~b! they
travel the same paths. The optical components are polarization rotator~PR!,
prism ~Pr!, down-converter crystal~C!, nonpolarizing 50-50 beam splitte
~B!, half-wave plate~H!, polarizer ~P!, mirror moved by a piezoelectric
stack~Mp!, lens~L!, bandpass filter~F!, and avalanche photodiode~APD!.
128Galvezet al.
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at the interferometer’s output and look for coincidences
tween photons emerging from separate outputs of this b
splitter.

It is very important to keep the avalanche photodiod
from receiving ambient light, because they can be destro
by excess photons. To avoid doing the experiments in c
plete darkness, we put the detector pair of each setup in
a light-tight box made of an aluminum frame and bla
poster-board walls. The down-conversion photons enter
detector boxes through windows covered by red filters. T
protective boxes allowed us to illuminate the work area w
low-level illumination from blue LEDs. Each avalanche ph
todiode had a short focal length lens~40–100 mm! to focus
the light onto the small active area of the avalanche pho
diode ~0.175 mm diameter!. A narrow-band filter~10 nm, 1
nm, or 0.1 nm! prevented the avalanche photodiodes fro
being overwhelmed by photons that were not in the wa
length region of interest. The filters also served to determ
the bandwidth of the detected light, as described in Sec.

D. The electronics

We used NIM electronics~nuclear instrument modules! to
perform coincidence detection of the TTL pulses from t
avalanche photodiodes. The minimum electronics requ
are counters and coincidence modules. Because the s
and idler photons traveled different distances to reach
detectors, we used a time-to-amplitude converter~TAC!, a
single channel analyzer~SCA!, and a multichannel scaler t
register coincident events. Manipulating the beams so
both photons travel the same distance would reduce
amount of electronics required,2 but it would have unaccept
ably increased the constraints on our optical layout.

We used a combined TAC/SCA unit~Canberra mode
2145!, which had both TAC and SCA outputs. The puls
from the signal detector passed through an extra three m
of cable deliberately inserted to produce a 15 ns delay
tween the pulses produced by the detection of the signal
idler photons. The idler and the signal pulses were sent to
start and stop inputs of the TAC/SCA, respectively. The TA
output was sent to the multichannel scaler for pulse-he
analysis. The output of the multichannel scaler consisted
histogram of the number of pairs of pulses as a function
the time delay between them. We used three counters, tw
register the~singles! counts from each detector and one
record the SCA output, that is, the coincidences. After a y
of operation, we automated the data acquisition us
Labview9 and shortened the data acquisition time from ho
to minutes.

E. First steps

Our experimental setups were designed to take into
count that the down-conversion beams are too weak to
seen. Down-conversion efficiencies at the wavelength of
terest are typically about 10210. Therefore, it is necessary t
prealign the optical components and detectors, and,
course, any interferometer. Prealignment requires a very
thodical approach: calculating the positions of the detect
setting up irises, and tracing the expected path of the do
converted beam with the beam from a HeNe laser. The o
requirement is flexibility: the crystal is mounted on a rotati
stage that permits fine tuning of the phase-matching an
and the lens in front of each avalanche photodiode is
129 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 2, February 2005
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ranged to be displaced transversely in order to fine-steer
focused light onto the small photodetector area.

These techniques are very useful to obtain the first sign
We start by maximizing the singles counts on each dete
~expecting 10–100 kHz! by varying the position of the lens
in front of each detector. Then we set the TAC/SCA to reco
photon pairs delayed by a time in the range 0–50 ns and l
for a peak in the multichannel scaler output around a 15
delay. When the optical layout is aligned properly, there i
prominent peak at that delay representing the dow
conversion pair. Once the signal is obtained, we narrow
TAC/SCA window to about 4 ns centered around the dow
conversion peak. The SCA output then represents do
conversion events. If the TAC and SCA are separate m
ules, the voltage window of the SCA determines the tim
window.

F. Interferometers

We used both Mach–Zehnder and Michelson interfero
eters. The former is more elegant but requires more opt
elements and greater care in setting up. To align it we sta
with a pilot beam from a HeNe laser and put each of
interferometer components~that is, mirrors and beam split
ters! into place one by one. We used irises to align the bea
parallel to the holes of the breadboard.9 In the arrangemen
of Fig. 1~a! we set up the interferometer so that we cou
optimize the down-conversion and the interferometry se
rately. Because stability is important, we linked all th
mounting posts in the interferometers to each other by 19
diameter rods~Invar or stainless steel!. We also were able to
find adequate stability by using short pedestal mounts for
optics instead of posts with rod links. We mounted one of
mirrors on a translation stage to be able to adjust the dif
ence between the path lengths of the interferometer’s arm
near zero, that is, the point where white-light fringes a
observed.9 This adjustment was needed because the co
ence of the down-converted light is limited. Indeed, adju
ing the stage to increase the path difference to somewhat
than 1 mm caused the fringes to disappear.

Our experiments were done by slightly varying the diffe
ence between the lengths of the arms of the interferomete
moving one of the interferometer mirrors with a stack
piezoelectric transducers either glued directly to the mir
and mirror mount or placed as a spacer in the transla
stage where the mirror was mounted. The piezo had a
sponse of about 40 nm/V. When our setup was automa
the output of a digital-to-analog interface was fed to a hig
voltage amplifier to scan the voltage on the piezo.

III. ONE-PHOTON INTERFERENCE

The probability amplitude, a complex number, is a k
idea in quantum mechanics. Interference arises from sq
ing the sum of the probability amplitudes for alternati
ways to the same observational outcome. Interference
occur if two or more different ways to produce the sam
result cannot be distinguished with the apparatus. If the
paratus yields information that can distinguish between al
natives, interference will not occur.

Feynman states the conditions for interference in th
rules:10 ~1! the probabilityP of a particular outcome from
the interaction of a particle with an apparatus is given by
square of the absolute value of a complex probability am
tude f: P5ufu2; ~2! when the same outcome can occur
129Galvezet al.
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indistinguishable alternative ways, the probability amplitu
is the sum of the probability amplitudes for each way co
sidered separately:P5uf11f2u2; ~3! when an experimen
is performed that is capable of determining which way
outcome occurred, the probability of the outcome is the s
of the probabilities of each alternative:P5P11P25uf1u2

1uf2u2.
Although Feynman’s approach describes how basic in

ference patterns arise, a more complete theory is neede
explain partial interference and to give students insight i
the coincidence detection of photons.

A. One-photon interference pattern: Prediction

Feynman’s approach can predict the interference pat
produced by an interferometer with nearly equal arm leng
because the resulting interference pattern is insensitive to
details of the amplitudes.11 We can assume the amplitude
are plane waves modified by reflection and transmissio
the beam splitter as the photons pass through the setu
Fig. 2. At the first beam splitter a photon has two possi
outcomes: either transmission with an amplitudet into arm 1
or reflection with amplituder into arm 2. The plane wave
associated with pathj 51,2 acquires a phased j5ks, j ,
where, j is the length of armj andks52p/ls is the wave
number of the signal photon.12 Therefore the probability am
plitude for emerging from path 1 istreid1 and that from path
2 is rteid2.

The probabilityP that a photon will be detected at thea
port of the second beam splitter~see Fig. 2! is the square of
the modulus of the sum of these two amplitudes:

P5utreid11rteid2u2 ~4a!

5rr * tt* @21ei (d12d2)1e2 i (d12d2)# ~4b!

52RT@11cosd#, ~4c!

whereR5rr * andT5tt* are the reflection and transmissio
probabilities, respectively, andd5d12d2 is the phase differ-
ence arising from the difference between lengths of the
arms of the interferometer. We assume the beam splitters
identical and symmetric.3 For the common case of a 50-5
beam splitter,R51/2 andT51/2, and Eq.~4c! becomesP
51/2(11cosd). This result implies that varyingd will pro-
duce a variation in the number of photons emerging from
interferometer, that is, there will be an interference patte

To introduce bra and ket notation for state vectors,
could use the slightly more sophisticated explanation offe
by Greenberger, Horne, and Zeilinger.13 A photon in a state

Fig. 2. Schematic of the experiments using a Mach–Zehnder interferom
The labeled components shown are source of down converted photon~S!,
nonpolarizing 50-50 beam splitter~B!, mirror moved by a piezoelectric
stack ~Mp!, lens ~L!, bandpass filter~F!, and avalanche photodiode. Th
interferometer arms have lengths,1 and,2 , and its output ports are labele
a andb.
130 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 2, February 2005
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us& enters the Mach–Zehnder interferometer and intera
with the first beam splitter. The beam splitter transforms
state of the input photon into

us&5tu,1&1r u,2&, ~5!

where u,1& and u,2& refer to the states of the photon in th
interferometer arms. Ifua& and ub& denote the state of the
signal photon exiting thea and b output ports of the inter-
ferometer, respectively, then

u,1&5eid1~r ua&1tub&), ~6a!

u,2&5eid2~ tua&1r ub&). ~6b!

We combine Eqs.~5!–~6b! and express the overall transfo
mation of us& as

us&5rt ~eid11eid2!ua&1~ tteid11rreid2!ub&. ~7!

The interference pattern arises from the probability of d
tecting a photon in stateua&,

P~d!5u^aus&u252RT~11cosd!. ~8!

Equation~8! is the same result as Eq.~4c! with the desirable
feature that the formalism conveniently yields the amplitu
for a photon to arrive at the other output, that is, in stateub&.14

B. One-photon interference: Experimental results

To be sure we were measuring an interference pattern
duced by individual photons, we used coincidences betw
down-conversion pairs. We recorded the detection of a sig
photon at outputa of the interferometer only when an idle
photon was detected at another detector. Thus each do
conversion signal photon passing through the interferom
was tagged by its idler companion. Such a tagging proced
does not change the expected interference pattern, bec
the crystal down converts a pump photonup& into a pair of
statesup&→hu i&us&, whereh, the amplitude for down con-
version into a signal and an idler photon,us& and ui&, is the
order of 1025 or 1026. The effect is to multiply all the terms
in Eq. ~7! by hui&, which does not introduce any addition
relative phase shift. As a result, the overall probability
mains proportional to Eq.~8! although the count rate wil
drop by 10210 or so.15

The interferometer was set up to make its arm lengths
closely equal as possible, that is,u,12,2u5D,;0, by align-
ing it to produce white-light fringes. Then with 10 nm ban
pass filters centered on the down-conversion wavelengt
front of both detectors, we obtained the interference fring
in the coincidence countsNc shown in Fig. 3~a!. The data are
the number of recorded coincidences as a function ofd,
which was varied by changing,2 via the piezo-driven mirror
in the interferometer arm~Mp in Fig. 1!. The error bars are
proportional toAN, due to Poisson statistics. The slight ho
zontal deformation of the sinusoid is a reflection of the no
linear relation between the displacement of the piezo and
voltage applied to it.

The data were corrected for accidental coincidenc
These arise from the accidental simultaneous arrival of
unrelated photons. The number of these events is estim
from the relation

Nacc5NsNiDT, ~9!

whereNs andNi are the singles counts at the signal and
idler detectors respectively, andDT is the width of the coin-

er.
130Galvezet al.
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cidence window set by the TAC/SCA. The time window w
DT54 ns. For the experiment of Fig. 3~a!, Ni

593,000 s21, while at the maxima of the interference pa
tern the signal count rate was aboutNs587,500 s21; at the
minima it was aboutNs511,800 s21. The corresponding
maximum and minimum rates of accidental coinciden
wereNacc532 s21 andNacc54 s21.

A glance at Fig. 3 suggests that the simple theory doe
good job. To test it more closely, we fit the data with
parameterized version of Eq.~8!

Nc5N0@11V cosd#, ~10!

where d5( f 01 f 1vp)vp1d0 , with the fitting parameters
N0 , V, f 0 , f 1 , andd0 . The quantityN0 normalizes Eq.~8!
to the data and the quantityV sets the depth of the minima
The inclusion of the linear and quadratic frequency term
respectivelyf 0 and f 1 , in the fit takes into account the non
linear variation of the displacement of the piezo as a funct
of the applied voltage.

The quantityV is an important parameter often called t
‘‘visibility.’’ It is defined as

V5
Nmax2Nmin

Nmax1Nmin
5

Pmax2Pmin

Pmax1Pmin
, ~11!

whereNmax andNmin are the maximum and minimum coun
in the interference oscillation. As Eq.~11! indicates, the vis-
ibility can be defined equivalently in terms of the maximu
and minimum probabilitiesPmax andPmin .

The visibility provides a measure of the completeness
the interference;V51 represents full interference whenD,
50. WhenD, is increased, the visibility of the interferenc
fringes decreases. As explained in the following,V be-

Fig. 3. Coincidence counts as a function of the voltage on the piezoele
stack used to change the interferometer path-length differenceD,. The data
in ~a! and~b! correspond toD,;0 andD,;144 mm, respectively. For the
circles both detectors had 10 nm bandpass filters in front of them.
squares in~b! correspond to having a 10 nm filter in front of the sign
detector and a 0.1 nm filter in front of the idler detector.
131 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 2, February 2005
s

a

,

n

f

comes zero, that is, interference disappears when the ex
ment is capable of distinguishing which path a photon ta
in passing through the apparatus. Our data giveV50.85
60.05.16

Note the strength of the evidence that the interferenc
occurring one photon at a time. For one thing, it is ve
improbable that at any given instant there is more than
photon in the apparatus. If we take into consideration
effect of the optics, filters, and detector, we estimate the
tection efficiency to behdet;0.10. With the length of the
arms of the interferometer at,;21.5 cm, and for a maxi-
mum recorded counts of the signal singles (Ns

587500 s21), the average number of photons in the inte
ferometer at any given time is never more than,Ns /hdetc
5631024. Moreover, we record only those photons detec
in coincidence with their down-conversion partner photo
an even smaller number. These results drive home to stud
that the interference pattern arises from the interference
each individual photon with itself.17

C. One-photon interference: Entanglement,
distinguishability, and coherence

Although Feynman’s approach explains simply how t
basic interference patterns arise, more complicated proba
ity amplitudes are needed to explain partial interference
to give students some insight into the coincidence proc
More complete probability amplitudes would include the e
fects of features of the apparatus such as filters, apertu
mirrors, beam splitters, and the distances between com
nents, as well as the spectral purity, intensity, polarizati
and angular spread of photon beams passing through the
paratus. These calculations, which can be complicated
difficult, usually result in one or more mathematical objec
that have a spatial and temporal extent and which can
thought of as amplitude packets analogous to the wave p
ets of classical theory. Interference then arises from lin
combinations of two or more overlapping packets.

As explained in the following, the basic features of
amplitude packet are ultimately determined by the Heis
berg uncertainty principle. We can sometimes use this p
ciple to determine the spatial or temporal spread of a pac
without doing detailed calculations. Such information mak
it possible to tell when two amplitude packets will have a
preciable values at the same place at the same time. O
then can there be interference. We can understand pa
interference as occurring from the partial overlap of amp
tude packets with well defined phases.

The overlap of amplitude packets also is related to
issue of distinguishability versus indistinguishability. Whe
amplitude packets corresponding to different ways for an
paratus to give rise to the same observational outcome o
lap in space and time, the apparatus does not disting
between the different ways to the same outcome. When
packets do not overlap, the output from the apparatus c
tains information distinguishing between the alternatives.
though there are some pitfalls, in general, the nonoverlap
packets is equivalent to the distinguishability of alternativ
and in either case there will be no interference.

The down-conversion process itself produces amplitu
packets with spatial spread. Although the pump-laser fi
has a very small spread of wave numbers and so can be
represented by plane-wave amplitudes, down-convers
photons emerge with a considerable spread of wave num

ric

e
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Dk. The uncertainty principle tells us that there will be
corresponding spatial spread of at least the order ofDx
51/Dk. Thus a large spread ink means a narrow spread inx
which in turn means that it will be technically difficult t
overlap two such amplitude packets.

The spread of the amplitude packets of the dow
conversion photons occurs even though conservation of
ergy assures thatki1ks5kp to within the very narrow en-
ergy spread of the pump laser. There can be appreci
variation in the individual values ofki andks without violat-
ing the conservation of energy, becauseki is allowed to de-
viate fromk0 by some amount, call it1k, if ks deviates by
a compensating amount2k. Down conversion produce
pairs withki5k01k andks5k02k with appreciable values
for k, where k0 is the central wave number~that is, k0

5kp/2). As a result, down-conversion photon pairs have
much wider spread of energy than the pump photons,
they also are strongly correlated in energy because what
the sign and amount ofk for the idler photon, the signa
photon must havek of the same magnitude and oppos
sign.

This energy correlation of the down-conversion photon
a manifestation of an unique quantum property called ‘‘e
tanglement.’’ Entanglement refers to the production of t
~or more! particles in a state that has correlated proper
~such ask01k and k02k), but where neither particle pos
sesses a definite property until a measurement is mad
our case entanglement means that neither down-conve
photon is in the statek01k until a measurement is made
The measurement of one photon puts it randomly into a d
nite state and the other photon goes automatically into
correlated state. Thus if a measurement of the idler pho
yields k02k, the signal photon will then be in the statek0

1k, and vice versa. An example of a state vector repres
ing such entanglement before the measurement is

uc&5
1

&
~ uk01k&suk02k& i1uk02k&suk01k& i), ~12!

where the subscriptss and i refer to the signal and idle
photons. Although Eq.~12! is a special case, it illustrates th
characteristic property of an entangled state: It is a non
torable combination of single-particle states.

A very general representation of the possible states o
pair of down-conversion photons is the continuous super
sition of state vectors5,18,19

ucs,i&5E dksE dkif~ks ,ki !uk&suk& id~ks1ki2k0!,

~13!

whered(ks1ki2k0) is the Dirac delta function. The detail
of this general state reside in the form of the amplitu
f(ks ,ki), which can be and usually is a function of man
more variables thank. If f(ks ,ki) is not factorable into
separate functions ofks andki , the state is entangled. As w
have noted, the apparatus can shapef(ks ,ki) to be nonzero
over a restricted range ofDk around k0 and result in an
amplitude packet arising from a coherent superposition
correlated energy eigenstates with some range of ene
DE5c\Dk and with a corresponding spatial extent.

In our experiments the bandwidth of a packet reaching
detectors is determined chiefly by irises that define the p
132 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 2, February 2005
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of the beams and by bandpass filters in front of the detect
By knowing the properties of these components, we can
timate the size of an amplitude packet, relate it to the coh
ence length, and use it to explain when an interference
tern will occur and when it will fade away.

We already mentioned that an equivalent analysis is p
sible in terms of distinguishability and indistinguishabilit
Although indistinguishability is a somewhat slippery co
cept, it is reasonably clear how to apply it to our interferen
experiments. By measuring the time delay between the i
and signal photons, our apparatus can, in principle, dis
guish a longer path taken by a photon passing through
interferometer from a shorter path. The time delay betwe
the detection of the tag photon and the photon pass
through the interferometer will be longer when the phot
takes the longer interferometer path than when it takes
shorter one. The time delay will be the difference in pa
lengthsD, divided byc, the speed of light.

The spreadDk of the wave numbers of the down
conversion photons leads to a spreadDt in the difference
between the times when the two photons arrive at their
tectors. As long as the difference in path lengths through
two interferometer arms does not correspond to a differe
of travel time greater thanDt, we cannot distinguish which
path the signal photon took through the interferometer. B
when the difference in interferometer path lengthsD, be-
comes large enough so thatD,/c.Dt, the time at which a
photon taking the longer path is detected in coincidence w
the idler will be distinguishably longer than that of a phot
taking the shorter path. In principle, we will then be able
distinguish which path a photon takes, and there should
no interference. The distancecDt is a measure of the spatia
extent of the amplitude packet and is called its cohere
length,c . Thus we expect that withD,'0, there should be
an interference pattern, but whenD, becomes the order o
,c , the amplitude packets no longer fully overlap at the
terferometer output and the pattern fades away.

D. One-photon interference with different coherence
lengths

We control the value of,c in our experiments by limiting
the spread of wave numbersDk with bandpass filters place
in front of the detectors. The properties of such filters a
usually expressed in terms of the spread of wavelengthsDl
that they transmit around a central wavelengthl0 . Hence, it
is customary to express,c5cDt in terms of these quantities
Becausek052p/l0 , it follows thatDk52pDl/l0

2 if Dl is
small compared tol0 . Then the coherence length,c

5l0
2/Dl. The data shown in Fig. 3 were taken withl

5915.8 nm down-conversion photons and with 10 nm ba
pass filters in front of the detectors. The corresponding
herence length is 84mm.

As D, increased and approached,c , the visibility of the
data in Fig. 3~a! decreased. For example, when we increa
D, to 36 mm by turning the micrometer of the linear stag
where the piezo-driven mirror was mounted, we measu
fringes ~not shown! with a lower visibility V50.3160.05.
When D, was increased to 144mm, we obtained the data
shown by the circles in Fig. 3~b!. In other words, when the
path lengths through the interferometer differed by more th
,c , the fringes disappeared into the noise. When the dif
132Galvezet al.
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ence in path length through the interferometer arms is
large, the packets do not overlap, and the apparatus is
pable of distinguishing which path a given photon took. T
amplitudes then combine according to Feynman’s rule 3,
there is no interference, that is,P52RT.

As a dramatic demonstration of the effect of the mag
tude of the coherence length, we placed a 0.1 nm filte
front of the idler detector withD,5144 mm. The new filter
increased the coherence length to 8400mm, and, as can be
seen by the squares in Fig. 3~b!, the fringes reappeared wit
a visibility of V50.5960.04.

Note that we placed the 0.1 nm filter in front of the idl
detector andnot in front of the signal detector. Because
the entanglement between the idler and the signal photon
makes no difference whether we change the filter in fron
the idler detector or the one in front of the signal detec
The signal detector had a 10 nm filter in front of it. Th
result is a dramatic demonstration of the energy correla
between the two photons. Reference 20 gives an interes
interpretation of this result in terms of the collapse of t
wavefunction of the idler and signal photons.

IV. BIPHOTON INTERFERENCE

In the one-photon experiment, interference arose from
superposition of the two amplitudes describing two indist
guishable alternate paths by which a single photon co
produce the same outcome. If we send two collinear phot
into the interferometer, the number of alternatives increa
to four, and the outputs are determined by the superpos
of four amplitudes. We should expect that the interferen
pattern arising from four amplitudes will be more comp
cated than the one observed in the one-photon experimen
is indeed the case. Two-photon experiments exhibit inter
ence that is fourth-order in the electric field rather th
second-order as in the more familiar single-photon inter
ence experiments described in Sec. III A.18,19

A. Biphoton: Experimental results

We did two-photon experiments with a Michelson interfe
ometer used as described in Refs. 21 and 22. As show
Fig. 1~b!, photons from the 402.4 nm pump laser entere
down-converter crystal oriented to emit a collinear pair
equal-wavelength photons. The crystal sat between
crossed polarizers. The first polarizer ensured that pump p
tons entered the crystal horizontally polarized, and the s
ond polarizer ensured that only vertically polarized dow
conversion photons entered the interferometer. The entan
pair of down-conversion photons passed through the M
elson interferometer and then to a beam splitter, each ou
of which was viewed by an avalanche photodiode detec
We recorded only the events that produced coincidences
tween the two detectors.

Our data are shown in Fig. 4. They are coincidences p
ted as a function ofd, which was extracted from the fits t
the data, as described earlier. The data were taken with t
different interferometer settings:D,;0 ~squares!, as verified
with white-light fringes, D,;47 mm ~circles!, and D,
;210 mm ~triangles!. Both detectors had 10 nm filters i
front of them. As is particularly apparent in the data of so
circles, the resulting interference patterns are the sum of
oscillations, one with a frequency twice that of the oth
133 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 2, February 2005
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There are two interference patterns present, and the
show a progression in which one pattern remains and
other fades away asD, is increased.23

B. Biphoton: Interpreting the results

The pattern forD,;0 can be predicted by the sam
method that we used to predict the one-photon interfere
pattern. We identify the possible paths through the inter
ometer and write down the corresponding plane-wave am
tudes modified by appropriate factors ofr andt as they pass
through the interferometer. Because there are two phot
each path will have associated with it the product of tw
single-photon amplitudes. The wave numbers in these fac
must be modified to take entanglement into account.

For example, consider the possibility corresponding
case A of Fig. 5. Here the two entangled photons are view
as traveling together in arm 1. Withr and t being respec-
tively the reflection and transmission amplitudes of the int
ferometer’s input beam splitter, the amplitude
rtei (k01k),1rtei (k02k),15r 2t2ei2k0,1. The use of1k in one

Fig. 4. Data for the interference of two collinear photons going through
Michelson interferometer. The coincidence data correspond to the c
when the path-length differenceD, was approximately 0~squares!, 47 mm
~circles!, and 210mm ~triangles!. The crosses (1) are the data collected by
a single detector whenD,537 mm.

Fig. 5. Four possible paths for two collinear photons in a Michelson in
ferometer. The labeled components are nonpolarizing 50-50 beam sp
~B!, mirror ~M!, and mirror moved by a piezoelectric stack~Mp!. The output
ports are labeleda andb.
133Galvezet al.
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factor and2k in the other takes into account entangleme
by specifying that if one photon differs from the central wa
numberk0 by 1k, the other must differ by2k. For this
particular amplitude the two deviations from the cent
wave number cancel.

For the path corresponding to two photons travel
through arm 2, a similar argument givest2r 2ei2k0,2. Note
that the presence of two photons in the same arm of
interferometer multiplies the phase of the amplitude by
factor of 2.

We also must include the amplitudes for cases C and D
Fig. 5. In case C, one photon, say the idler, is imagined
traveling through arm 1 while the signal photon trave
through arm 2. The corresponding amplitude
rtei (k01k),1trei (k02k),2. There is a similar amplitude for th
same paths but with the two photons interchanged. In th
amplitudes there is no cancellation of the wave vector de
tions k.

The probability of passing through the interferometer
the square of the modulus of the sum of the probability a
plitudes for cases A, B, C, and D,

P25ur 2t2~ei2k0,11ei2k0,212

3cos@k~,12,2!#eik0(,11,2)!u2 ~14a!

52R2T2~112 cos2@kD,#14

3cos@kD,#cosd1cos 2d!. ~14b!

Notice that ifkD,!1 Eq. ~14! simplifies to

P252R2T2@31cos 2d14 cosd# ~15a!

54R2T2@112 cosd1cos2 d# ~15b!

54R2T2@11cosd#2. ~15c!

The result of Eq.~15c! predicts fringes that are narrower tha
the single-photon interference fringes. In this respect th
quantum multiple-path interferences are analogous to m
tiplebeam wave interference: the more interfering paths~or
beams!, the narrower the fringes.24 The curve passing
through the squares in Fig. 4 shows that Eq.~15c! provides
an excellent fit to our data for the case whenD,'0.

We can arrive at the same theoretical interpretation us
the state vector formalism. We start with a symmetriz
wavefunction like Eq.~12!, and replace the input wavefunc
tions by coherent superpositions of the wavefunctions
going through each arm, as done in Sec. III A for the case
the single photon. The photon leaving the interferome
away from the source is in stateua&, and the photon returning
to the source is in stateub&. The state vectors then become

uk06k&s,i5rei (k06k),1~ tua&s,i1r ub&s,i)1tei (k06k),2~r ua&s,i

1tub&s,i). ~16!

After some algebra we find that the state vector is given

uc&5aua&sua& i1bua&sub& i1gub&sua& i1eub&sub& i , ~17!

wherea, b, g, ande are complex functions of the interfer
ometer lengths and wavenumbers. Because we detec
case when both photons leave the interferometer in stateua&,
the probability that both photons go through the interfero
eter is

P25u^aus^au i uc&u25a* a, ~18!

where
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a5&r 2t2@ei2k0,11ei2k0,212eik0(,11,2)cosk(,12,2)#.
~19!

We substitute Eq.~19! into Eq. ~18! to obtain Eqs.~14a! and
~14b!.25

In our setup casesC and D can become distinguishabl
while A and B remain indistinguishable. This case occu
when we increaseD, to about 210mm. Then we obtain the
data represented by the triangles in Fig. 4. If we apply F
nman’s rule to a situation where casesC and D are distin-
guishable, we must add their contributions separately to
final probability. CasesA andB remain indistinguishable, so

P25ur 2t2~ei2k0,11ei2k0,2!u21R2T21R2T2 ~20a!

52R2T2@11cos 2d#12R2T2 ~20b!

54R2T2F11
1

2
cos 2dG . ~20c!

Equation~20c! predicts both the reduction in the magn
tude of the amplitude and the doubling of the fringe fr
quency shown by the triangles in Fig. 4. For comparison n
that the single-photon fringes~the crosses in Fig. 4! obtained
by one of the detectors whenD,;37 mm clearly have a
frequency which is half that of the two-photon fringes.

We fit our data with a version of Eq.~14b! parameterized
to describe the visibilities of different parts of the overa
pattern:

Nc5N0@21V014VCD cosd1VAB cos 2d#, ~21!

whereNc is the number of counts recorded in some chos
time interval.V0 andVCD are related to the visibility of the
one-photon pattern, andVAB/2 is the visibility of the two-
photon interference pattern. We will give further justificatio
for this parameterization in the following section.

The data recorded when the difference in path leng
through the interferometer is zero~squares in Fig. 4! are well
fit by the solid line which is Eq.~21! with N05442
613 counts/(2s), VAB50.9860.08, andVCD50.9860.02
(V050.9960.02). That is, the data are consistent with E
~15!; there is full indistinguishability of the four possibilities
When the path lengths through the arms were made to d
by 47 mm, we obtained the data represented by the circ
these are well fit usingVAB50.8160.09 andVCD50.15
60.07. These visibilities show that casesC and D are be-
coming distinguishable whileA andB remain indistinguish-
able. Finally, when the path-length difference was increa
to 210mm, the part of the pattern arising from the possibi
ties of the photons taking separate paths~that is, casesC and
D) essentially vanishes, and the data~triangles in Fig. 4! are
fit using just VAB50.5160.13 andVCD50.0160.05. This
result is consistent with Eq.~20c!.

C. Biphoton: Calculating the coherence length

To understand why the above data behave as observed
need probability amplitudes that take into account the fin
spread in wave numbers. We avoid the complete theory,26 but
construct model amplitudes complicated enough to con
the essential features of the experiment and simple enoug
allow students to work quantitatively with the concepts
coherence length and entanglement. We make such m
amplitudes by assuming that the values ofk that appear in
134Galvezet al.
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Eq. ~14b! are distributed uniformly over an intervalDk cen-
tered onk0 . We then build the amplitudes by integrating th
relevant terms.

We replace 2 cos2(kD,) in Eq. ~14b! by (11cos 2kD,) and
integrate over the uniform distribution ofk to find

P252R2T2S 11
1

Dk E2Dk/2

1Dk/2

~11cos 2kD, !dk

14H 1

Dk E2Dk/2

1Dk/2

cos~kD, !dktJ cosd1cos 2d D .

~22!

The first integral in Eq.~22! gives@11sinc(DkD,)#, and
the second gives sinc(DkD,/2), where the sinc function is
defined as,

sinc~x![
sinx

x
, ~23!

and might be familiar to students who have analyzed sin
slit diffraction. For x50, sinc(0)51, and asx increases,
sinc(x) oscillates with diminishing amplitude around thex
axis. Its first zero occurs whenx5p, that is, sinc(p)50.

The result is that with a uniform distribution of wave num
bers, Eq.~14b! predicts that

P252R2T2~21sinc@DkD,#14sinc@DkD,/2#

3cosd1cos 2d!. ~24!

The sinc terms result in the loss of interference when
distance a photon travels in one arm of the interferome
becomes appreciably different from the distance it travels
the other. Both sinc functions go to zero whenD, becomes
appreciably larger than 1/Dk. The smallest value of the ar
gument for which both become identically zero isDkD,
52p. This value occurs whenD,52p/Dk, the quantity
earlier identified as the coherence length,c .

When eitherDk50 as for our earlier plane wave trea
ment or whenD,'0 ~white-light fringes!, Eq. ~24! reduces
to Eq. ~15a!. And when the difference in the lengths of th
paths that they travel through the interferometer arms
comes large relative to the coherence length, the terms in
~24! multiplied by the sinc functions drop out, and Eq.~24!
reduces to Eq.~20c!.

This analysis confirms our earlier interpretation. The int
ference patterns of Fig. 4 arise from two different modes
interference. In the AB mode the biphoton produces the
terference pattern of a single photon with the wave num
and the longer coherence length of the pump laser—so
that we did not include it in our analysis. The CD mode
the biphoton produces single-photon interference of do
conversion photons with the much shorter coherence len
that they acquire in down conversion. The presence of
two modes and the fading of the CD mode asD, is increased
to and beyond the CD coherence length explain the prog
sion of the curves in Fig. 4.

Our biphoton experiments are a reminder to be care
interpreting Dirac’s statement that ‘‘interference between t
different photons never occurs.’’17 As Glauber has pointed
out,27 it is amplitudes that interfere. The biphoton illustrat
that interference can occur regardless of the number of p
tons involved.
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V. POLARIZATION AND INTERFERENCE

A. Polarizer as a wavefunction projector

We can use a polarizer to transform the polarization sta
of our photons. The effect of the polarizer is convenien
described in terms of vectors corresponding to its transm
sion and extinction directions. If we represent the horizo
tally and vertically polarized states of photons asuH& and
uV&, respectively, the polarizer with its transmission ax
forming an angleu with the horizontal will transform the
photon states into the new basis states

uTu&5cosuuH&1sinuuV& ~25!

for the transmission axis, and

uEu&52sinuuH&1cosuuV& ~26!

for the extinction axis. Because the polarizer transmits p
tons in theuTu& state and absorbs photons in theuEu& state,
the transmission probability of a photon in stateuc& is

P5u^Tuuc&u2. ~27!

As we have noted, the type-I down conversion of our e
periments generates two vertically polarized photons, tha
in the stateuV&. In an experiment where the down-conversi
beams went directly to the detectors, we placed two pola
ers, labeled 1 and 2, on the path of the signal beam as sh
in the insert to Fig. 6. We set polarizer 1 with its transmiss
axis vertical~that is,u15p/2), and varied the angleu2 of the
second polarizer. The circles in Fig. 6~a! show that the varia-
tion of the coincidences as a function ofu2 is well described
by

P5u^Tu2
uV&u25sin2 u2 . ~28!

But the polarizer does much more: it also projects
photon state onto the transmission state. That is, the sta
the photon after the polarizer isuTu&^Tuuc&. If we rotate
polarizer 1 so that it forms an angleu1 with the horizontal,
then the state of the photon before the second polarizer
be uTu1

&^Tu1
uV&, and the transmission probability will be

P5u^Tu2
uTu1

&^Tu1
uV&u25cos2~u22u1!sin2 u1 . ~29!

The squares in Fig. 6 represent the data foru153p/4, and
are consistent with

Fig. 6. Coincidences per second as a function of the orientation of pola
P2 in front of the signal detector for two settings of polarizerP1 located as
shown schematically in the insert.
135Galvezet al.
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P5 1
2 cos2~u223p/4!. ~30!

The lines in Fig. 6 are fits of the functionNc5N0 cos2(u2

2f) to the two data sets. The amplitudesN0 of the fits have
a ratio of 0.4560.10, and the fitted phasesf differ by 41°
63°, consistent with our expectations. Notice that t
minima of the two graphs in Fig. 6 do not occur at the sa
angles. Whenu1Þp/2,3p/2, the probability is no longer
zero atu25np ~integern).

B. The quantum eraser

Our quantum eraser experiment, which is like those
Ref. 28, further illustrates the importance of indistinguis
ability and which-way information. ~Schneider and
LaPuma29 have recently reported using an attenuated sou
to do a similar experiment.!

We arranged our apparatus as described in Sec. III A,
with a first-order quartz half-wave plate in one arm of t
interferometer and a dummy quartz wave plate in the ot
arm to compensate for the added optical path length~dashed
rectangles in Fig. 1!. By aligning either axis of the half-wave
plate ~fast or slow! with the polarization of the down
conversion light~that is, vertical! and stepping the voltagevp
on the piezo, we obtained the graph shown by the square
Fig. 7. The result is well described by a parameterized v
sion of Eq. ~8!. A least-squares fit toN0(11V cosd) gave
N05392620 ~counts per 20 s! andV50.7960.06.

The rotation of the half-wave plate by an anglef rotates
the polarization by 2f. The state of the photon emergin
from arm 1 is given by

u,1&5rt @cos 2fuV&1sin 2fuH&], ~31!

and the probability of detecting it is

P5RTueid1u,1&1eid2uV&u25 1
2 ~11cos 2f cosd!, ~32!

for R5T51/2. Whenf5p/4, there is no interference~that
is, P51/2) because the apparatus associates a distinct p
ization state with each possible path:uV& for one path and
uH& for the other. This setting of the wave plate has the eff
of making the paths distinguishable, and the presence of s
distinguishing information results in the absence of interf
ence even if the photon’s polarization state is not measu
The circles in Fig. 7 show the data obtained whenf5p/4. A
fit gives N05286618 (20 s)21 and V50.0160.08, show-
ing that there is indeed no interference.

We can erase the distinguishing information by project
the two orthogonal states with a polarizer set top/4 relative
to the horizontal and locatedafter the interferometer. The
projection amplitudes betweenuH& anduV& and the polarizer
stateuTp/4& are the same. The state of each photon after s
a polarizer is

uTp/4&~^Tp/4uH&eid11^Tp/4uV&eid2!, ~33!

so the probability of detecting a photon is

P5 1
2 ~11cosd!. ~34!

The triangles in Fig. 7 show the data obtained with a po
izer oriented atu5p/4 after the interferometer. A fit to the
data givesN056468 (20 s)21 andV50.8260.12, showing
that the polarizer erased the distinguishing information. T
inserted polarizer inherently attenuated the light by 0
136 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 2, February 2005
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60.01 at these wavelengths. If we correct for this atten
tion, the ratio of the two amplitudes is 0.4760.10, consistent
with the predicted 1/2.

We have introduced this experiment~with f5p/4) in our
first-year introductory physics class. The experiment illu
trates some of the basic ideas of quantum mechanics
cussed in this course.30 Because there was only one setu
students took turns doing the experiments. The results w
explained using the concepts of the distinguishability
paths.

VI. DOES THE PHOTON EXIST?

Is there actually such a thing as a photon? We wan
students to confront this question, because it is fundame
to the interpretation of our experiments and because the
dence for the photon is less obvious than students are g
to think. The Compton effect and the photoelectric effect
usually cited as evidence for the photon’s existence, but b
effects can be explained as arising from the interaction o
continuous~classical! electromagnetic field with matter pos
sessing quantized energy states. Such ‘‘semiclassical’’ th
ries have no photons; quantum properties are associated
with matter, not with the electromagnetic field.

Tagging the signal photon with the idler photon allows
to say with considerable certainty that the amount of ene
in our apparatus corresponds to the energy of a single p
ton. Consequently, if we direct this energy onto a 50-
beam splitter and look with detectors at the two outputs,
should be able to distinguish experimentally between
semiclassical theory with its continuous field and the fu
quantum theory with its discrete photons.

In the semiclassical case the two detectors should reg
counts in coincidence with each other. The semiclassical
planation of the photoelectric effect31 predicts that detectors
using the photoelectric effect and sensitive to some
quencyf —the kind of detector used in most quantum opt
experiments, including ours—can register counts when i
minated with light down to arbitrarily low intensity levels. I
there were no such thing as a photon, an electromagn
wave striking a 50-50 beam splitter would divide if the sem
classical wave picture is applicable. Half of its energy wou

Fig. 7. Data from the quantum eraser experiment when the interferom
paths are indistinguishable~squares!, distinguishable~circles!, and when the
distinguishing information is erased by placing a polarizer after the inter
ometer~triangles!.
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emerge from one output and half from the other, and
detector at one output should detect electromagnetic en
in coincidence with the detector at the other.

If the field is quantized, however, there should be no
incidences. If the field quantum, the photon, exists and
indivisible, and if there is only one in the system, the det
tion of a photon at one output means no photon will
detected at the other. In the absence of background radia
we should never detect electromagnetic radiation at one
tector in coincidence with the other.

With our apparatus we could have performed a version
the 1986 experiment by Grangier, Roger, and Aspec32

which shows conclusively that photons never divide a
beam splitter. Greenstein and Zajonc31 have given a particu-
larly clear and well written analysis of the results of Ref. 3
Recently, Beck and colleagues have used down-conver
to do a similar experiment in an undergraduate setting.33

We did not test photon behavior at a beam splitter as th
oughly as in Refs. 32 or 33. Instead, we did an experim
that could be set up quickly from the existing configurati
for the interference measurements and give results in a
minutes of data taking. Our approach was to add a th
beam splitter at the output of the interferometer, with a le
filter-detector set located at each of its output ports, as sh
in the insert in Fig. 8. The signal photons could then eit
transmit to detectorSA , reflect to detectorSB , or potentially
split and be detected by both. For every signal photon p
ing through the beam splitter~that is, via transmission o
reflection!, the probability of detecting it isPA5PB5hpbs,
wherehpbs is the detection efficiency past the beam splitt
For our apparatus we estimatedhpbs(l5915.8 nm)50.18
60.02, the product of the transmission efficiency throu
the lens and filter (0.5160.02) and the quantum efficiency o
the detector (0.3660.02).6 The probability for two simulta-
neous detections at detectors A and B isPAB5hpbs

2

5hpbsPA5hpbsPB . Thus, if every photon that contributes
the interference pattern splits at the third beam splitter,
triple coincidences between the idler,SA and SB should be
about 18% of the coincidences between the idler andSA or
SB .

We used a second TAC/SCA and another coincidence

Fig. 8. Interference data for signal photons that go through a Mach–Zeh
interferometer and reach a beam splitter with two detectorsSA and SB lo-
cated at its output ports as shown in the insert. The circles and squ
correspond to double coincidences of the idler detector withSA and SB ,
respectively. Symbols (3) correspond to triple coincidences of the idl
detector,SA , andSB .
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cuit to detect double coincidences of the idler detector w
SA and the idler detector withSB ; triple coincidences were
recorded as coincidences of the doubles. The idler dete
had a 1 nmfilter in front of it, and the two signal detector
had 10 nm filters in front of them.

The time window for coincidences in the doubles was
to 40 ns. Each double coincidence was recorded when
signal photon~A or B! arrived within 10 ns of the idler
photon. The predicted rate of accidental coincidence
doubles for our setup was,231026 s21. We tested our
coincidence electronics with fake triple coincidence puls
generated by a digital-delay pulse generator.

Figure 8 shows three sets of data. The coincidences
tween the idler detector and signal detectorSA ~squares!, and
the coincidences between the idler detector and signal de
tor SB ~circles! show interference fringes as the path leng
difference of the interferometer is varied via the piezo vo
agevp . The triple coincidences (3 in Fig. 8! do not show
any counts. As we noted, had each of the photons split at
third beam splitter, we would expect an interference patt
in the triple coincidences with an amplitude of about
counts in 10 s. Consequently, our data are consistent with
conclusion that some appreciable number of the photons
not split.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have developed undergraduate level experiments
use a source of correlated pairs of photons to illustrate b
principles of quantum mechanics. The results from our tab
top experiments are simply explained when the interfero
eters are adjusted to have nearly equal length arms. In
case we can use Feynman’s explanation of quantum inte
ence in terms of simple plane-wave probability amplitud
With the help of the concept of coherence length, more co
plicated situations of interference can be understood in te
of distinguishability and indistinguishability. The interfe
ence of single photons also provides a physical situation
which students can learn to use state vectors to investi
state projection, basis change, and the calculation of p
abilities for a particular outcome. The experiments also p
vide dramatic teaching moments for the discussion of fun
mental questions about the nature of light and the conc
of quantum mechanics.

The experimental setup fits on a 28348 optical bread-
board, requiring laboratory components that individually
not exceed $7000. The experiments can be done without
vious research experience with photon quantum optics.

The single-photon experiments presented here can be
in undergraduate courses in quantum mechanics for wh
laboratories and demonstrations are rare. By replacing
down conversion crystal, the apparatus can be used to m
sure the violation of Bell’s inequalities.2 The building phase
of each experiment makes an excellent upper level un
graduate project.
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Table I. Prices of essential components of the basic setup.

Description Vendor Model Each No. Comment

Diode laser Power Technology 1Q2C18/5911 $6400 1l5402.3 nm, 18 mW
Crystal Cleveland Crystals $1000 1 beta-barium-borate,

73735 mm
Crystal mounting Thorlabs PR011KMPM $370 1 prism mount and rotation

stage
Detectors EG&G/Pacer SPCM-AQR-13 $4100 2 avalanche photodiode
Filters Andover CW/L $600 2 10 nm filter for 2lp

Lens mount Thorlabs LM1XY $140 2 XY translation
TAC/SCA Canberra 2145 $1840 1 module
Multichannel scaler Canberra ASA-100 $3500 1 computer card
Counter National Instruments PCI66011BNC2121 $700 1 4 counter PC card
Optical breadboard Thorlabs T2448A $1150 1 28348
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with the equipment. This work was funded by a grant fro
the National Science Foundation DUE-9952626.

APPENDIX A: COST OF COMPONENTS

We did not have prior experience with these types of
periments, and the cost of the essential components liste
Table I is intended for those with similar inexperience. T
total cost of this essential equipment is about $25,000. Ta
I does not include the standard mounting hardware or
optical hardware to steer the laser onto the down-conver
crystal, which may add about $1,000 to the total price. T
price of the blue diode laser that we list is for a module t
includes current and temperature control and beam-sha
optics. The price of the bare laser diode is much low
~$1000–2000!.2

The essential equipment items for the experiments tha
discussed are listed in Table II. The total cost of these
ments is about $6000. It does not include the mounting ha
ware and apparatus for steering the down-conversion be
in and out of the interferometer~4 mirrors plus mounting
hardware!. If we include all of them, the cost is about $900
A picture of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 9. As stated,
estimated cost is for ‘‘plug and play’’ parts, provided all
put together carefully. The cost can be lowered by custom
ing the electronics and hardware parts. We also tried sev
hardware arrangements. Most experiments were done
optics mounted in convenient magnetic mounts, linked
rods in the interferometers. We found ‘‘pedestal’’ mounti
hys., Vol. 73, No. 2, February 2005
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hardware, where the optics are very close to the optical ta
to be less versatile but simpler, less expensive, and m
stable against vibrations.

APPENDIX B: DOWN CONVERSION

Spontaneous parametric down conversion is a well stud
nonlinear optics effect. In brief, it involves the use of a bir
fringent crystal to convert an incident pump photon into tw
photons, the signal and the idler. As mentioned, this proc
conserves energyE5\ck, so that

kp5ks1ki , ~B1!

wherekp , ks , andki are the wave numbers in vacuum. He
we treat only degenerate down conversion whereks5ki

5kp/2. Consider the case where the down-conversion p
tons leave the crystal in different directions as shown in F
1~a!. If uc is the angle that the signal and idler photons fo
with the direction of propagation of the pump beam insi
the crystal, then Eq.~3! becomes

npkp52nsks cosuc . ~B2!

We combineks5kp/2 with Eq. ~B2! and obtain

np5ns cosuc . ~B3!

It is not possible to satisfy Eq.~B3! in an isotropic medium,
because for normal dispersion the index of refraction
creases with increasing wavelength, that is,np.ns . This
problem can be overcome with a birefringent crystal. The
g

top
Table II. Prices of essential components of the experiments.

Description Vendor Model Each No. Comment

Cube beam splitter Melles Griot 03BSC027 $120 2 near-IR, nonpolarizin
Prism mount New Focus 9411 $310 2 Beam-splitter mount
Mirror mount Thorlabs KS1 $80 2 high-stability mounts
Piezo stack Thorlabs AE0505D8 $130 1 for changingD,
Linear stage Thorlabs MT1 $250 1 piezo mount goes on
Filter Andover CW/L $850 1 1 nm filter for 2lp

Wave plate Melles Griot 02WRQ0023 $690 1 half wave
Wave plate Melles Griot 02WRQ0003 $590 1 quarter wave
Polarizer Edmund A46088 $250 2 Near-IR polarizer
Voltage amplifier Trek P0516A-1 $700 1 0–150 V to drive piezo
PC interface National Instruments PCI67031

BNC2121
$1400 1 PC card, connector box

and Labview software
138Galvezet al.
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solid line in Fig. 10 represents the ordinary index of refra
tion, where the polarization of the light is perpendicular
the optic axis~OA! of the crystal. If the polarization is in the
same plane as OA, the index of refraction, also known as
extraordinary index of refraction, depends on the angleum

formed between the propagation directionkp and OA. The
lower solid line in Fig. 10 corresponds to the case wh
ne5ñe(um5p/2), with

ñe~um!5~cos2 um/no
21sin2 um/ne

2!21/2. ~B4!

By means ofum we ‘‘tune’’ the extraordinary index of
refraction betweenno andne . The graphs of the indices o
refraction shown in Fig. 10 correspond to those of the ne
tive uniaxial beta-barium-borate crystal, with the index
refraction given by34

n5FA1
B

l21C
1Dl2G1/2

, ~B5!

where the constants forno and ne are Ao52.7359, Bo

50.01878mm2, Co520.01822mm2, Do520.01354
mm22 and Ae52.3753, Be50.01224mm2, Ce

520.01667mm2, and De520.01516mm22. For beta-
barium-borate we can verify thatno51.658 at 915.8 nm and
ne51.542 at 457.9 nm. Under the situation known as typ
phase matching, the pump photon has the extraordinary

Fig. 9. Photograph of the layout for the biphoton experiments. The hardw
is mounted on pedestal mounts, and the entire layout fits on a 28348 optical
breadboard. The path of the light beams is traced in white.

Fig. 10. Index of refraction curves for a beta-barium-borate crystal with
optic axis aligned perpendicular~top! and parallel~bottom! to the input
polarization. The dashed middle curve corresponds to the phase-mat
condition that allows down-conversion for the setup of Fig. 1~b!.
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dex of refractionñe(um) and the down-conversion photon
have the ordinary index of refraction. Suppose that we w
to have the two down-conversion photons collinear, that
uc50 in Eq. ~B3!. Then by settingum525.67°, the pump
beam will have the index of refraction given by the dash
line in Fig. 10, ornp5ñe(um)51.658 ~at 457.9 nm!. If we
want the signal and idler beams to form a laboratory angle
uL53° with the pump beam outside the crystal, we can u
Snell’s law, sinuL5ns sinuc , to obtainuc and find the phase
matching angleum that satisfies Eq.~B3!.
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NEWTON’S BEQUEST

So gravity was not mechanical, not occult, not a hypothesis. He had provided it by mathemat-
ics. ‘‘It is enough,’’ he said, ‘‘that gravity really exists and acts according to the laws that we have
set forth and is sufficient to explain all the motions of the heavenly bodies and of our sea.’’ It could
not be denied, even if its essence could not be understood.

He had declared at the outset that his mission was to discover the forces of nature. He deduced
forces from celestial bodies’ motion, as observed and recorded. He made a great claim—the
System of the World—and yet declared his program incomplete. In fact, incompleteness was its
greatest virtue. He bequeathed to science, that institution in its throes of birth, a research program,
practical and open-ended. There was work to do, predictions to be computed and then verified.

James Gleick,Isaac Newton~Vintage Books, 2003!, pp. 139–140.
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